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Your message burns in my heart and bones, and I cannot keep silent. (Jeremiah 20:9)
The testimony of JESUS is the spirit of the prophecy. (Revelation 19:10c)
by – Stuart H. Pouliot
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Wake Up!
Nike (Dream)
This morning I woke up burdened over the word bondage and the number 18. I began writing on this,
took a before-sunrise walk with my wife, and then settled in for some quiet time with the Lord. During
our walk, I was reminded of a dream I had many years ago about Nike running shoes, so I began my quiet
time reading what I had written about it, which led me to read several things that came to me during that
time. As I did, the early-morning burden became stronger with an added sense of urgency once again.
Then something happened that I have not experienced for quite a long time, with an added bonus: I broke
into a tongue unlike any I had known before that started slowly but then built up in intensity until it
reached a crescendo before ending. The bonus was that immediately the interpretation came as I
launched into praising the Lord Jesus and lifting up His name and His place over all creation, along with
who and what He is to creation. It was much like my experience last year with the license plate and the
name Yeshua. See: https://www.kingdomandglory.com/prophetic/p86.pdf
In the last insight (Worst Year), I said that I was done with searching my archives and that there were a
few more things I could report on that I might do later. Well, it seems the "doing it later" is now. Like the
header above says: Your message burns in my heart and bones, and I cannot keep silent. With this, I am
compelled to offer further insight based on several dreams and words that came to me from 2007-2008.
I'll pick up the message about the number 18 in a subsequent writing.
(By the way; those who have followed my writing for a good number of years might recall that I posted
most of these early insights on my web site but pulled them down a little while back. It was probably just
as well that I did, for now I can see and explain the picture with more clarity and remove some of the
doctrinal stuff that I no longer follow.)
At this point, I must say that I am not sure where the spirit is taking me in this writing, but the title Wake
Up! seems most appropriate. At this point, all I know is that I must start with the Nike dream. As I have
done recently, I offer these dreams and words as I first wrote them in my journal (indented below), along
with a little editing and inserted comments.
As you read what follows, please keep in mind that the spirit of the Lord often uses proleptic language,
meaning a future action or development is represented as if already accomplished or existing.
Nike Dream
On January 2, 2007, at 2:52 am, I dreamed I was in a room where people were buying and selling
running shoes; in particular, I saw the word Nike in relation to the shoes. I heard: finis and then: It
is finished. The race is over. I then inquired of the Lord for the meaning of the dream and the words
that I heard, and He responded: I am coming soon. I further inquired if this was from Him, and I
heard: As a sign to you, your mother will pass away soon. 130 days later my mother passed away.
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Nike is the Greek noun for victory, and its verb form is nikao, which means "to conquer." The word
nike appears in 1 John 5:4 and the word nikao appears in Luke 11:22; John 16:33; Romans 3:4; 12:21;
1 John 2:13, 14; 4:4; 5:4, 5; Revelation 2:7, 11,17, 26; 3:5, 12, 21; 5:5; 6:2; 11:7; 12:11; 13:7; 15:2;
17:14; 21:7. The word finis is the Latin word for finished.
It seems there are two parts to this dream. The first part is a call to the Lord's people to conquer
while there is still time, and to do this, metaphorically speaking, we need to put on the proper
running shoes. The second part is an exhortation that there is not much time left in which to
conquer. We need to be like the five wise virgins in Jesus' day who went out with extra oil in their
lamps when they heard the bridegroom had arrived (Matthew 25:1-13). It is a call to be on the alert.
We are in the home stretch of the race, and we must run to win.
Do you not know that those who run in a race all run, but only one receives the prize? Run
in such a way that you may win. (1 Corinthians 9:24 NASB)
Let us run with endurance the race that is set before us. (Hebrews 12:1 NASB)
For those in the seven ecclesias, Jesus gave special encouragement to those who conquer; He
promised reward in His kingdom—that is, to reign with Him.
The one who conquers, I will grant him to sit with me on my throne, as I also conquered and
sat down with my Father on his throne. (Revelation 3:21 ESV)
Those who trade (buy and sell) with the Lord (Revelation 3:14-18) will conquer through His life. They
are wearing the Nikes, metaphorically speaking. They will finish the race. It is time to trade with the
Lord. The Lord is coming soon! [end of original 2007 journal entry]
Putting on running shoes is putting on Christ or, as Paul wrote: You must put on the new humanity, which
is created the way God intended it, displaying justice and genuine holiness (Ephesians 4:24 Kingdom NT).
Is not the new humanity the very life of the risen and glorified Christ Jesus? Thus, if anyone is in the
Messiah, there is a new creation! Old things have gone, and look—everything has become new! (2
Corinthians 5:17 Kingdom NT). This is the conquering life, and those who lay hold of the life of the
Conqueror are the conquerors!
Calm, Peaceful Day
On June 23, 2007, at 2:45 am, I had a very peaceful and calm dream. Something major had happened
on the earth. I sensed we needed to hear from the Lord what to do and felt that He was going to
speak. A few people had begun to appear. I went into a room and two men were discussing how to
teach the children. I thought this was strange, considering things on earth had obviously changed.
There was no panic, just calm and peace. Then a woman entered the room. Then I was outside. It
seemed to be a very nice day with a pretty blue sky. A man was standing next to me. We were trying
to figure out the time. He said that we could not be sure of the time; it had changed. Although the
weather seemed nice, as if it were possibly summertime, the man indicated it might be wintertime.
As I awoke from the dream, I heard: 10 days.
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This dream has something to do with the end of the age. As for the days; will this change only last
for a literal ten days, like the calm in the eye of a hurricane or cyclone? But, perhaps, these are not
days but years. After all, there is biblical precedence for the Lord turning days into years (e.g.,
Numbers 14:34). Should we be looking at the year 2017 for some significant change to occur on
earth. The good news is that this day will bring peace and calm.
A few days later, on July 5, 2007, I heard: What is coming is bittersweet. It will be bitter for some
and sweet for others. [end of original 2007 journal entry]
Do the ten days refer to what came to me in 2017 regarding a countdown of ten days, which, in turn,
leads back to the dream I was given on June 26, 2003 about Wednesday, September 8? See:
Countdown … Beginning of the End — https://www.kingdomandglory.com/prophetic/p16.pdf
September 8, Wednesday — https://www.kingdomandglory.com/prophetic/p4.pdf
(For those who have read the above dealing with September 8, I have added a postscript to this.)
There is another connection to this dream and the September 8 one—both begin with calm. The
September 8 dream began with the words of Silent Night: holy night, all is calm. And this one began with
a calm and peaceful day. Thus, night and day are calm.
The day that has come upon the world is one of great adversity, even chaos and confusion where no man
understands and many are not working. However, there are those who understand the times and see
beyond all the bitterness of the day and rest in the sweetness of what lies ahead for all who know and
love the Lord Jesus and, ultimately, for all creation. As the song goes: The times, they are a changin'. Even
during these tumultuous times, the conquerors rest in the Lord, in His calm, knowing the time that has
been set by the authority of the Father is fast approaching. The Father alone changes the times. When the
storms have passed, the days will be calm and peaceful.
Sarah and Methuselah Dead
On July 20, 2007, I heard: Sarah died. Then on September 26, 2007, I simply heard: Methuselah.
But, nearly 11 months later, at precisely 11:11 pm, on August 13, 2008, I was jolted awake with the
word: Methuselah is dead.
Numbers have meaning, and the number 11 refers to disorder, disintegration, and 11:11 is a double
witness. What does all this mean?
Something significant happened after Sarah, Abraham's wife, died; Abraham sent his servant to seek
a bride for his son of promise, Isaac (see Genesis 23-24). In other words, once Sarah died, Isaac
received his bride, Rebekah. Abraham is a type of God the Father, and Isaac is a type of the Son of
God, for he was born by a move of God when Sarah was beyond her child-bearing days. His birth
was miraculous, just as the birth of Jesus was miraculous. Sarah is a type of the wife of Jehovah,
which under the old covenant speaks of ancient Israel.
Insert April 2020: In this case, Sarah is viewed differently from Paul's allegory (Galatians 4:21-31).
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I believe that, in our present day, Sarah's death refers to judgment of the Zionist movement
associated with the modern state of Israel that continues to hold to the old covenant and not the
new in Messiah Jesus. Perhaps, and I emphasize perhaps, this word indicates that Israel and
Jerusalem, which John called Sodom and Egypt (Revelation 11:8) in his day, are going to fall in order
to fully release the wife of the Lamb under the new covenant, the true spiritual Israel. If true, then
we need to keep our eyes upon the events in the Middle East in the near term.
The word Methuselah also has great significance, for this name means man of death or man of dart.
The first time I received this word, I received a series of six words, but it is significant that this word
was the sixth in the series. Six is the number of man, and after six days comes the seventh day, which
speaks of the day of the Lord. When Methuselah died, the whole world changed. He was the longest
living man in human history, and, when he died, judgment came upon the world through the flood.
The flood introduced a new day to this earth. Likewise, Methuselah is dead indicates that the end is
very near. Great change is coming to this earth, but this time by an entirely different kind of flood.
I do not know the details of how this will unfold, but I do know that it will be both good and bad. It
will be judgment on the world system that has held mankind in bondage. But this is good, for the
shaking that must come and, by the way, has come is good news; it means that the open
manifestation of the kingdom of our Lord is very near and the conquerors are about to be revealed
as the sons of the kingdom. Hold on a bit longer. Do not grow weary. Be a conqueror! [end of
original 2007/8 journal entry]
Dear people, do you see the connection of this word to our day? Repeating what I wrote thirteen years
ago: It will be judgment on the world system that has held mankind in BONDAGE! Until this morning, I
had no recollection of writing this word. Could the current global drive to place all of us under bondage
be a sign of the bondage we have unknowingly been in for some time? If so, the good news is that God
has judged it and will bring it into death. The destiny for humanity is to be set free into the liberty of King
Jesus. To the conquerors—hold on a bit longer. But, how much longer will it be? Could Methuselah be one
of the keys to the answer? Consider the following excerpt from a postscript to the insight on the 21-year
cycle.
Postscript (September, 2019): In scripture, we discover the number 120 in relation to Noah. Just
prior to the flood, the Lord said: My Spirit shall not strive with man forever, because he also is flesh;
nevertheless, his days shall be one hundred and twenty years (Genesis 6:3). Although man's lifespan
gradually diminished, and this seems to be the current upper limit for us today (although few even
achieve to this level), it is more likely that the Lord was referring to a word that He spoke to Noah
and his grandfather Methuselah, as recorded in the Book of Jasher (Joshua 10:13; 2 Samuel 1:18).
Speak ye, and proclaim to the sons of men, saying, Thus saith the Lord, return from your evil
ways and forsake your works, and the Lord will repent of the evil that he declared to do to
you, so that shall not come to pass. For thus saith the Lord, Behold I give you a period of one
hundred and twenty years; if you will turn to me and forsake your evil ways, then will I also
turn away from the evil which I told you, and it shall not exist, saith the Lord. And Noah and
Methuselah spoke all the words of the Lord to the sons of men, day after day constantly
speaking to them. (Jasher 5:7-9)
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Clearly, the Lord had set a 120-year probationary period for mankind in the days of Noah. Could we
be in the same type of period today? Has the Lord given the world, especially America, 120 years to
forsake its evil ways? Perhaps!
Now, counting back from 2021 brings us to 1901. It could be said that the modern pentecostalcharismatic movement first began to manifest in January 1901 when an eighteen-year old student
of Charles Parham began speaking in tongues. In 1906, the spirit of the Lord began to move in what
is now famously called the Azusa Street Revival. Regardless of one's view of the fruit of this
movement today, could this have been the Lord's way of calling us to repentance and turning us
back to Him? If so, have we done so? Only the Lord knows, but it appears we have fallen far short
of this calling. Is a flood of a different nature coming in 2021? Food for thought. [end of postscript]
End Has Come
On August 8, 2007, I heard a very clear word: The end has come; and then on September 27, 2007,
at 2:45 am, I heard it again, only with slightly different wording: It has come, the end. Then, exactly
six months later on March 27, 2008, at the exact same time of 2:45 am, I heard the word again: The
end has come.
The time of 2:45 am must have some spiritual significance. Previously, I reported on a 2:45 am dream
(June 23, 2007) that was about the times changing and it being peaceful and calm. 2:45 is made up
of the number 2, which signifies division or a witness and a testimony, and the number 45, which
signifies preservation or the power of God in preserving His saints. Does this signify the Lord will
preserve His people through what is coming upon the earth? In His love, He surely will!
Division most assuredly will come at the end of our eon, and the testimony of God will go forth
through His saints. Also, a good indication of the meaning of the number 45 is found in Joshua 14:10
when Caleb declared that the Lord had kept him alive for 45 years so that he could enter the land
of promise. This seems to be a plausible explanation in light of "the end has come," for God will
preserve His saints through whatever transpires as the end unfolds so that they will be prepared to
enter into their land of promise, which refers to being transfigured into new celestial, glorified
bodies in fulfillment of the Feast of Tabernacles. Interestingly, September 27, 2007 was the
beginning of the Feast of Tabernacles.
But there is another indication of the meaning of this word, as revealed through Ezekiel the prophet,
who recorded the exact same words; a fact I did not know until I researched it in light of what I had
heard.
Moreover, the word of the LORD came to me saying, "And you, son of man, thus says the
Lord GOD to the land of Israel, 'An end! The end is coming on the four corners of the land.
Now the end is upon you, and I will send My anger against you; I will judge you according to
your ways and bring all your abominations upon you. For My eye will have no pity on you,
nor will I spare you, but I will bring your ways upon you, and your abominations will be
among you; then you will know that I am the LORD!' "Thus says the Lord GOD, 'A disaster,
unique disaster, behold it is coming! An end is coming; the end has come! It has awakened
against you; behold, it has come! Your doom has come to you, O inhabitant of the land.
(Ezekiel 7:1-7 NASB)
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Ezekiel lived during the time of the Babylonian siege of Judah and Jerusalem. He was taken captive
to Babylon about 11 years before the total destruction of Jerusalem. Thus, he was living in the midst
of the time of God's judgment of Judah that led them into the iron yoke of their 70-year captivity.
Notice that the Lord declared an end is coming and the end has come. In other words, once
judgment began, it was spoken of as if the end had come. It was coming, and it had come.
It seems that the world has entered into the time of the judgment of the Lord that will bring our
present wicked age (eon) to an end. However, let us be clear that this does not mean that the world
will end; it simply means our present age, along with the governments of the nations that are based
on man's law, will end through the judgment of God. Only God knows how long we have until we
reach the literal end of the age. [end of original 2007/8 journal entry]
Today, I am struck by the two wordings from Ezekiel that, at this point, I am convinced speak of our day:
the end is coming (for some years now, probably going back to the turn of the 21 st century), and the end
has come (we are in the midst of it now). Notice the proleptic language.
I have already reported on this, but I insert it once again, for it came during the same period and supports
the bittersweet of what is coming. On November 2, 2007, I dreamed: I saw dead people with mangled
bodies as a result of a war. But then, I saw the dead rise up fully healed. I saw a body being reformed
and then a man emerge with a big smile. War and resurrection! There is a mighty good end to the story
of this age. Many will be smiling!
One lesson the Lord has taught me over the years is that in interpreting these insights we must transcend
time, a word that came to me on February 1, 2008, and later practically illustrated through the sale of our
home. Adding to this, there was another lesson during this period (2007-2008) in which we had two homes
to sell at the same time. The other one was my parents' home left to me upon their deaths. This home
was in a place called Sungate and in a location where the housing market was tanking. Actually, it was
beginning to tank throughout the nation, leading up to the great crisis of 2008. However, within months,
my parents' place was sold, which surprised the realtor who said: Someone above was looking out for you
to have this deal go through so quickly. Our experience with selling our primary residence followed a
totally opposite path as it took two years for its sale, but it was during this experience that we were taught
to transcend time. The endpoint was that we sold in Sungate and bought in Sun City.
Transposing the word sun to son, the Son of God was in both transactions, even though they unfolded so
differently, one of which was a two-year trial for us. This may be a bit much for some, but this reminds us
of New Jerusalem, the gated city of glory. As a sign, we passed through the gate into the city! It is the city
of not only the Son but of all the sons of glory. Through the good and the bad, the victories and the trials
of life, the conquerors of Christ will reach their destiny in Jesus, transformed into the image of the Son of
God.
Tree Falling
On September 4, 2007, we were asleep and awakened by the sound of a tree crashing in the woods.
It was a calm night with no apparent wind. Then I heard: Great devastation, calamity.
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In scripture, a tree can signify a nation. Ecclesiastes 11:3 refers to a tree falling. Daniel wrote of Babel
as a tree, referring to Nebuchadnezzar. Is this a prophetic sign (sound) of a nation falling or a great
disaster to befall it? [end of original 2007 journal entry]
I must add to this that, over the years, I have received several words that indicate a great earthquake and
a volcanic eruption unlike any seen in our modern day will be signs of the end of this age, as well. Of
course, such events cause great devastation.
Was the tree falling a sign? George Berkeley (1685-1753) said: If a tree falls in a forest and no one is around
to hear it, does it make a sound? Yes, it does; but someone must be available (i.e., awake) to hear it.
Spiritually speaking, did we hear the falling of a nation while many were asleep, indicating that the many
are asleep to the signs of the time and, therefore, are not hearing the voice of the Lord? The spirit of the
Lord says: Awake, sleepers! It is time to wake up and hear the voice of the Lord; not only to hear Him but
to know Him in experience and to love Him with a whole heart.
World As We Know It
At 3:10 am, on September 6, 2007, I was awakened with this word: The world as you know it is
coming to an end. [end of original 2007 journal entry]
Listening to the many reports over the media waves in our day, this word has been going forth repeatedly.
We hear: The world will not be the same after this. None of us will be the same. (or: some iteration along
these lines). What these expressions do not see is that the global order as we have known it is coming to
an end.
As an aside; if past events (i.e., 9-11 or 2008 financial crisis) are any indication, given a period of normalcy,
people will attempt to default back to their old ways and habits. So, if the dust settles long enough (and
there is no assurance at this point that it will), people, especially in the west will go back to whatever
floated their boat prior to the crisis, including taking cruises (pun intended). Given the above word, it will
be fleeting at best until the next wave hits. We'll see soon enough!
Unprecedented Crisis Coming
At 6:30 am, on September 23, 2008, I heard: A crisis is coming that is unprecedented and beyond
man's imagination. It will bring the world to its knees. You will rejoice in My day. Be prepared to
testify of My Kingdom. It is coming, for the King is coming.
Insert April 2020: Take note that this word came in the midst of a major crisis, and yet it speaks of a coming
crisis, indicating another one was coming. We are in that crisis today with more to come.
As I meditated on this word, I asked the Lord two questions: What is important in this hour? What
do we need to know? The thought came to me to read Amos 6:1.
Woe to those who are at ease in Zion and to those who feel secure in the mountain of
Samaria, the distinguished men of the foremost of nations, to whom the house of Israel
comes. Go over to Calneh and look, and go from there to Hamath the great, then go down
to Gath of the Philistines. Are they better than these kingdoms, or is their territory greater
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than yours? Do you put off the day of calamity, and would you bring near the seat of
violence? (Amos 6:1-3 NASB)
Of course, there is much history in these verses, but Amos was a prophet sent to the ten tribes of
Israel. His message was that the Lord's people were at ease in a bad way; they were lax and careless
to the point of thinking themselves better than other nations when, in fact, the judgment of God
was about to fall upon them. After all, by their way of thinking, they were chosen nations (i.e., Judah
and Israel). They were full of pride.
Is this a word of warning to us in a nation full of pride? After all, aren't we too big to fail? Aren't we
the greatest nation on earth? Aren't we blessed of God? Judah and Israel thought so, and look at
the judgment God brought upon them. Is our current economic/financial crisis a warning shot
across the bow? Is more to come? [end of original 2008 journal entry]
In 2008, I heard an unprecedented crisis was coming that would bring the world to its knees. Twelve years
later, we are hearing this word practically every day to describe the action taken around the world to
combat a virus that some argue is no more lethal than a severe flu season. Whether it is or not, what is
unprecedented is the authoritarian lockdown (some call draconian), along with police enforcement, taking
place across the world that is nothing more than placing humanity under house arrest, which is
tantamount to placing us under bondage. Is this a justified course of action? Time will tell. But one thing
is for sure: the internet blogs will continue to debate what they perceive to be the motives behind it, while
the mainstream media hold to the establishment line; all of which adds to the chaos and confusion.
As for the US, pride is written across our nation from the top on down. But the good news is that when
the nations, including the US, are on their collective knees (practically and literally), there will be a cry of
desperation that will rise up to God who hears.
No Man Can Work
On September 27, 2007 I heard: It has come, the END. Be faithful to the end.
Then on September 29, 2007 I heard: Behold, the day is coming when no man can work. Deep,
deep darkness will come upon the earth. Wake up; the time is up! [end of original 2007 journal
entry]
Are we not in the day when many are out of work? Throughout scripture, the word of the Lord often came
in poetic and hyperbolic (exaggerated) fashion. We are in the day when no man can work, as dictated by
authoritarian governments that have lost all practical sense. In their quest, for whatever reason (take your
pick, based on whoever you believe is closer to the truth), to save a few lives, they are willing to destroy
livelihoods, even whole nations.
A family we know in an African nation called the other day to tell us how bad the conditions are where
they live. People are crying out for help as they have been locked down from doing anything. To deprive
the poor of any opportunity to work and provide for their daily bread is a human disaster.
The time is up—the times, as fixed by the Father's authority, are changing. The clock of world history for
our present age is ready to strike 12, signaling a new day. The perfect government of God is arriving.
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Dramatic Change
As reported already, on September 11, 2019, I was burdened with a sense of urgency. It has been
impressed on my heart that this was the beginning of a series of words that followed in that same year.
On October 27, 2019, I was woken with this word: The world is about to experience dramatic change. At
the time, I wrote the following:
The dramatic change that is ultimately coming is the stone kingdom of King Jesus. I say ultimately
because it is most likely that the world will slide into further darkness that could in its own right
be called a dramatic change before we believers, the earth, and all of creation experience the
glorious change for which we all are longing and groaning.
See: World … Dramatic Change — https://www.kingdomandglory.com/prophetic/p83.pdf
Little did I know how true this would be, for within a few months, the world was and still is experiencing
something that is quite dramatic. As I am out in public and talking with people, I hear: We have never
experienced anything like this. Frankly, after 25 years of expecting to see great change, not knowing the
specifics, a sense of urgency and this October word did not register with me that the day had literally
arrived. As I have been warning, there is more to come, so we must not become complacent.
However, as the spirit of the Lord has impressed upon me the coming of dark days, there has been a
second and far more important thread running through all these impressions. The arrival of King Jesus is
imminent—what I prefer to call the presence of the Lord! I don't mean this in some nebulous way, as so
many have preached it over the years, thus making it so open-ended that few seem to have an expectation
that it will happen in their lifetime. When I say imminent, I mean very soon, during this present generation.
Consider what came to me after September 11, 2019: On September 27, 2019, the Father literally lifted
up my chin and said: My Son is coming! I have put My Son's arrival in your heart. Do not run from this
fact. Proclaim it! I had similar experiences and words after that, as well, until on March 13, 2020, the Lord
Jesus spoke to me: Behold, I stand! …. The time is short; the hour has come.
See: Behold, I Stand! — https://www.kingdomandglory.com/prophetic/p93.pdf
To this, I could add a word that came to me on June 26, 2015: My presence is coming. … Seismic change
is coming!
See: My Presence … Seismic Change — https://www.kingdomandglory.com/prophetic/p14.pdf
The drive behind most of what I write comes from a promise the Lord Jesus has given and reminded me
of many times over the last forty years—that is, I would know the day and see the day. With this promise,
I have been called to proclaim the day. Paul called it the day of Christ.
The Day Has Come
On April 4, 2020, a word came to me:
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Behold, the day has come, the day to rise up in My glory. Many do not see it. All is well. Abide in
Me. Do not be moved by the news. Men will fail. The proud will be humbled. The righteous will
rise up to My glory. My name will be exalted among the nations, no longer profaned by those who
know Me not. Seek first My kingdom—all that you need will be added, even in the midst of famine
and need.
This morning as I write this, the spirit of the Lord is driving this home in a deep way. I was exhorted that
these days were coming and it was time to testify of His kingdom, and so I have been doing this for some
years now. The day has come! The only question that remains is how long will it be until we are looking
into the face of the love of our life—the Lord Jesus.
I am only one voice in a pool of many voices that might be saying different things (a cauldron of voices),
but this matters not. I know there are those out there with hearing ears. We are in the day of deep, deep
darkness. But the good news is that the day of Christ is rising up in the midst of darkness.
There is only one person in all of creation that can and will preserve us to the end. His name is JesusYeshua. Do you not know that you have the anointing and the presence of the Lord in you? He promised
that He will never leave us nor forsake us. His presence is always with us! And, let us not forget that He
is our trust. It is time to lay hold of these truths and more; living by them and experiencing them in these
waning days.
Wake up! Time is up!
Awake, sleepers. Stand up from among the dead ones and Christ will enlighten you as the dawn draws
closer.
The King is coming!
In closing, a word came to me on September 10, 2007: Arise, shine, for your light has come. And the glory
of the Lord has arisen on you (Isaiah 60:1). This is the good news in the midst of deep darkness.
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